Osmosis and diffusion
Please take a look through fourth pieces of student
work from the osmosis and diffusion project.
Well done to all those who participated - it was great
having you on the course!

Student A
Log Book

Re-draft answer to explain why an egg increases in size it placed into pure water.
(Gold standard, include diagram and ratio calculations - use Mr Ward’s example.
The eggs are larger after being soaked in the vinegar for several days because of a
process called osmosis. Osmosis causes some of the vinegar to move through each
egg's membrane, which causes the egg to enlarge. This egg has less water
concentration than that of the water. So water could be absorbed which causes it to
enlarge.

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1zYG-H7B7m9p3Vv4yUCHwvDP7C20IFbOV8ni8sILVJ-k/edit?usp=sharing

Watch the three grounding videos Video 1; Video 2; Video 3
name of the process that results in the particles distributing evenly is called diffusion.
name of the process that results in water moving into and out of an organism is called osmosis.
A scientist sets up two investigations, A and B. In A they release 15 million particles into a room. In B they
released 10.54 million. In which investigation will the person on the other side of the room smell the substance
first?
A
B
Neither
Explain you answer using the keyword - particle
The person would smell A first because 15 million particles has been sprayed and is distributed on its own and
because it’s more than B the particles will reach the person faster than B.
Following this investigation the scientist determine that in investigation B the person was 32 cm closer to the
particles at the start than at the end. They were frustrated. Explain why this affected their investigation. This
would make the experiment unfair because he would smell B because he’s closer to the spray bottle than
person A so in order to make it fair go into an empty room and stand in the same place A would once you finish
with A you must move into another room because the particles are still roaming in the air and the people might
smell it thinks it’s the spray bottle.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening to the particles when honey diffuse into water.

Before

After

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening when a piece of paper is left into a jug of water and its size
expands.

Before

After

Science Fair first draft!
An aim of this module is product that we can share with the community. We have practiced and worked hard
at trying to make the investigations that you completed at home work, some as man scientists find do not
work the first time round.
Product:
A drawing of what is happening during the science investigation.
A live, or virtual demonstration of what is happening. For one of the following investigations:
● Tea bag in different temperatures of water.
● Egg in honey and water.
● Aerosol can and concentrations.
● Choose your own, must be approved by Mr Ward.
A precise piece of writing explaining the method and steps that you followed.
A scientifically precise piece of writing informing the public what is happening.
● This might include calculations. Ratios, or working out particle numbers.
For help go back to you previous logbooks and look at the examples demonstrated by Mr Ward

Upload your video here demonstrating what you’re doing. This could be a timelapse with you talking over it, or
an edited series of pictures with commentary.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. For your investigation include two drawings
here for commentary on.

Before

After

Step by step method:
1.
Get 2 glasses of water
2.
Fill one glass with cold water
3.
Fill the other glass with tap hot water ( Parent Permission for boiling water)
4.
Get you stop/slow motion camera set up to film
5. Place a tea bag in both glasses and start filming for 10 mins

You method should be as precise and as clearly written as possible. If the reader is confused they will not be
able to follow you instructions.
Scientific explanation for the investigation of your choice.
●
●
●
●
●

Uses a range of scientific keywords
Explain in details what happened.
How does concentration and temperature affect the speed of diffusion and osmosis? (Our experiment is
A reason i picked this was it will be easier for the younger children as they are young it's better to give
them a more basic task instead of complicated ones that take a few days or hours.
Question we will be focusing on.)
A reason i picked this was it will be easier for the younger children, as they are young it's better to give
them a more basic task instead of complicated ones that take a few days or hours for example the what
is osmosis experiment which took me 6 days as I failed the first time so if I fail then what makes the
children able to do it?

Student B
Log Book

Re-draft answer to explain why an egg increases in size it placed into pure water.
(Gold standard, include diagram and ratio calculations - use Mr Ward’s example.
The egg enlarges after soaked in vinegar over nights during when this is happening
osmosis is also happening it is travelling the vinegar into the eggs membrane that is
the reason why the egg enlarged.

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1zYG-H7B7m9p3Vv4yUCHwvDP7C20IFbOV8ni8sILVJ-k/edit?usp=sharing

Watch the three grounding videos Video 1; Video 2; Video 3
Diffusion is the name of the process that results in the particles distributing evenly
Osmosis is the name of the process that results in water moving into and out of an organism.
A scientist sets up two investigations, A and B. In A they release 15 million particles into a room. In B they
released 10.54 million. In which investigation will the person on the other side of the room smell the substance
first?
A
B
Neither
Explain you answer using the keyword - particle I think A would reach the person on the other side of the
room because there are more particles which means that even if the particles spread out A is covering up more
surface area. That’s why I think there is more of a chance A reaching the room than B
Following this investigation the scientist determine that in investigation B the person was 32 cm closer to the
particles at the start than at the end. They were frustrated. Explain why this affected their investigation.
This affected their investigation because now it is not an fair investigation not matter how much person A has
in their spray the person on the other side will smell persons B spray.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening to the particles when honey diffuse into water.

Before

After

Science Fair first draft!
An aim of this module is product that we can share with the community. We have practiced and worked hard
at trying to make the investigations that you completed at home work, some as man scientists find do not
work the first time round.
Product:
A drawing of what is happening during the science investigation.
A live, or virtual demonstration of what is happening. For one of the following investigations:
● Tea bag in different temperatures of water.
● Egg in honey and water.
● Aerosol can and concentrations.
● Choose your own, must be approved by Mr Ward.
A precise piece of writing explaining the method and steps that you followed.
A scientifically precise piece of writing informing the public what is happening.
● This might include calculations. Ratios, or working out particle numbers.
For help go back to you previous logbooks and look at the examples demonstrated by Mr Ward

Upload your video here demonstrating what you’re doing. This could be a timelapse with you talking over it, or
an edited series of pictures with commentary.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. For your investigation include two drawings
here for commentary on.

Before

After

Step by step method:
1. First Fill up a cup with cold water
2.
Next fill up a cup with warm/ boiling water
3. Then place a tea bag in both cups
4.
Finally record for 10-15 minutes and see the difference
Etc.
You method should be as precise and as clearly written as possible. If the reader is confused they will not be
able to follow you instructions.

Scientific explanation for the investigation of your choice.
●
●

Uses a range of scientific keywords
Explain in details what happened.
What happens in the investigation is that the tea diffuses quicker in warm/boiling water than in cold
water

Student C
Log Book

The egg absorbed the water, which expanded the egg. The water passes through the thin layers of
the egg after the shell is gone. The water is now inside the egg. The more water particles, the more
the egg will absorb the water and expand. This is called osmosis.

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1zYG-H7B7m9p3Vv4yUCHwvDP7C20IFbOV8ni8sILVJ-k/edit?usp=sharing

Watch the three grounding videos Video 1; Video 2; Video 3
Diffusion is the name of the process that results in the particles distributing evenly
Osmosis is the name of the process that results in water moving into and out of an organism.
A scientist sets up two investigations, A and B. In A they release 15 million particles into a room. In B they
released 10.54 million. In which investigation will the person on the other side of the room smell the substance
first?
A
B
Neither
Explain you answer using the keyword - particle
Investigation A has more particles which means that it will cover more ground at a faster rate..
Following this investigation the scientist determine that in investigation B the person was 32 cm closer to the
particles at the start than at the end. They were frustrated. Explain why this affected their investigation.
This affected their investigation because a small difference like that in an investigation like this can have a
massive impact on the result. 32 cm can make the particles seem like they travel faster than they actually do
because they noticed it faster.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening to the particles when honey diffuse into water.

Before

After

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening when a piece of paper is left into a jug of water and its size
expands.
The piece of paper is placed into pure water. After a small amount of time passes, the water gets absorbed by the paper and the paper
expands. To be sure that the water is inside the paper, notice that there is less water in the cup than before and also if you take it out and
squeeze it, water will come out.

Before

After

Science Fair first draft!
An aim of this module is product that we can share with the community. We have practiced and worked hard
at trying to make the investigations that you completed at home work, some as man scientists find do not
work the first time round.
Product:
A drawing of what is happening during the science investigation.
A live, or virtual demonstration of what is happening. For one of the following investigations:
● Tea bag in different temperatures of water.
● Egg in honey and water.
● Aerosol can and concentrations.
● Choose your own, must be approved by Mr Ward.
A precise piece of writing explaining the method and steps that you followed.
A scientifically precise piece of writing informing the public what is happening.
● This might include calculations. Ratios, or working out particle numbers.
For help go back to you previous logbooks and look at the examples demonstrated by Mr Ward

Upload your video here demonstrating what you’re doing. This could be a timelapse with you talking over it, or
an edited series of pictures with commentary.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. For your investigation include two drawings
here for commentary on.
The crimson liquid is
being poured into a cup
of pure water. The two
liquids are distributed
unevenly.

Before

After a bit of time, the liquids come together and
distribute evenly, leaving an even coloured liquid as
a result.

After

Step by step method:
1. Get 2 transparent cups. Label them so you don’t forget which one is which. Make sure they’re the same
size just in case.
2.
Fill one with hot water and the other will cold water. It doesn’t matter how hot the hot water is, as long
as it’s quite a bit warmer than the cold water. Make sure the cups are filled the same amount.
3. Get any timer and set it to 10 minutes.
4. Get a recording device (optional but it can help you see what goes on and you can rewatch the process)
5.
Put a tea bag in each cup at the same time. Start the timer immediately and if you have a recording
device then start that too. Make sure that the two teabags are the exact same.
6. When the 10 minutes are over, remove the teabags.

Scientific explanation for the investigation of your choice.
Diffusion is when particles distribute evenly. An example is putting tea in water and then seeing how fast the
particles distribute. The particles in the hot water will travel faster, which means the cup with hot water will have
the tea diffuse quicker. The reason the particles in hot water travel faster is because heat gives energy to
particles. This is called kinetic energy. Kinetic energy is when motion of the particles increase. The hotter
something is, the more energy, which means more speed. Cold temperatures give little to no energy. This means
the particles will move slowly.

●
●

Uses a range of scientific keywords
Explain in details what happened.

Student D
Log Book

Re-draft answer to explain why an egg increases in size it placed into pure water. (Gold standard,
include diagram and ratio calculations - use Mr Ward’s example.
There is more water in the egg because the egg has taken water from the mixture outside and has
taken it inside it’s membrane. It also depends on the amount of water there is. In the picture, you
can see an egg in water. I used ratios to show how many particles there are in the water compare to
the egg. As you can see, as time goes, the particles of water in the egg exceeds the amount of
water in the mixture. This happens through osmosis, which is when water moves from a dilute
solution into a concentrated solution. In this case, the water is dilute and the egg is concentrated.

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1zYG-H7B7m9p3Vv4yUCHwvDP7C20IFbOV8ni8sILVJ-k/edit?usp=sharing

Watch the three grounding videos Video 1; Video 2; Video 3
Diffusion name of the process that results in the particles distributing evenly
Osmosis name of the process that results in water moving into and out of an organism.
A scientist sets up two investigations, A and B. In A they release 15 million particles into a room. In B they
released 10.54 million. In which investigation will the person on the other side of the room smell the substance
first?
A
B
Neither
A would reach the other side first.
Explain you answer using the keyword - particle
The reason A would reach the end quicker than B is because in A, they released 15 million particles, more than
in B. This means A could cover more of the room and reach the person quicker than B.
Following this investigation the scientist determine that in investigation B the person was 32 cm closer to the
particles at the start than at the end. They were frustrated. Explain why this affected their investigation.
This affected the experiment because the people in A and B are differently placed, making it an unfair
experiment. Standing 32cm closer also ruined their experiment because it would mean the smell would need
to travel less to the person, and they wouldn’t get the proper time it would take to reach the opposite end of the
room.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening to the particles when honey diffuse into water.

Before

After

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. At home please hand draw and upload a picture
to demonstrate what you think is happening when a piece of paper is left into a jug of water and its size
expands.

Before

After

Science Fair first draft!
An aim of this module is product that we can share with the community. We have practiced and worked hard
at trying to make the investigations that you completed at home work, some as man scientists find do not
work the first time round.
Product:
A drawing of what is happening during the science investigation.
A live, or virtual demonstration of what is happening. For one of the following investigations:
● Tea bag in different temperatures of water.
● Egg in honey and water.
● Aerosol can and concentrations.
● Choose your own, must be approved by Mr Ward.
A precise piece of writing explaining the method and steps that you followed.
A scientifically precise piece of writing informing the public what is happening.
● This might include calculations. Ratios, or working out particle numbers.
For help go back to you previous logbooks and look at the examples demonstrated by Mr Ward

Upload your video here demonstrating what you’re doing. This could be a timelapse with you talking over it, or
an edited series of pictures with commentary.

Sometime scientists have to represent what they are thinking. For your investigation include two drawings
here for commentary on.

Before

After

Step by step method:
1. First of all, get two glasses, preferably see-through.
2. Next, fill one glass with hot/boiling water and fill one glass with cold water.
3. Then set up a timer for 10 minutes.
4. Get two tea bags, make sure they are the same type.
5. Place the two tea bags in both cups and start the timer straight away.
6. Wait for the timer to run out, during that time you will see a lot of change of colour in the hot cup.
7. After 10 minutes, take out the tea bags. You will see that the colour of the water changed colour really
quickly in the hot cup. In the cold cup, you should see that the colour has barely changed.
You method should be as precise and as clearly written as possible. If the reader is confused they will not be
able to follow you instructions.
Scientific explanation for the investigation of your choice.
● Uses a range of scientific keywords
● Explain in details what happened.
Diffusion is when the particles distribute evenly. This happens in this experiment, the tea particles distribute
evenly in the water. At the end of the experiment, you will have seen that the colour changes really quickly in
the hot water. This is because the heat of the water gives a lot of kinetic energy to the tea bag particles to
diffuse into the water quickly. The cold cup does the opposite and doesn’t give any kinetic energy at all,
making the particles diffuse into the water extremely slowly on its own. It is important to keep the amount of
tea in the tea bag the same because if one tea bad has more tea, it could increase the rate of diffusion,
affecting the whole experiment. This also applies with the size of the tea bag, if one is bigger, it is bound to
have more tea, meaning it will also increase the rate of the diffusion.

